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Vertikal Days

is back!

Vertikal Days returns to the East of England Showground, Peterborough
on Wednesday 11th and Thursday 12th May - moving back to its more
traditional time of the year following the disruption to the past two shows
due to the pandemic. Although just eight months since the last show,
exhibitors both new and old have turned out in force, many with new model
launches making their UK, European or worldwide debuts.

The successful event last September - which
attracted more visitors and exhibitors than
ever before - was held for the very first time
at the new Peterborough venue which proved
a popular venue appreciated by both visitors
and exhibitors. This year the more than
200 manufacturers or service suppliers are
represented, making it one of the most diverse
collections of powered access and lifting
equipment in the world.
This year’s event looks set to attract visitors
from both specialist and major contractors,
along with utility companies, local authorities
and all manner of end users, many of whom
have already registered to attend. On top of this
will be hundreds of specialist and general rental
companies.

The all-inclusive
specialist event
Vertikal Days is a specialist event for those who
use or work with working at height and lifting
equipment - mostly cranes, aerial work platforms
and telescopic handlers - attracting interested
and motivated visitors along with plenty of
industry ‘movers & shakers’. It is the quality and
relevance rather than quantity of visitors and the
relaxed atmosphere that makes this event one
not to miss.
As in previous shows, everything during the event
is complementary for visitors including admission,
car parking, various refreshments throughout the
day and a decent lunch.
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The Marketplace worth a visit in its own right
Back in the centre of the showground is the
Marketplace. It is not only home to the indoor
booths but also the pavilion café and an ideal
location to meet up and discuss business. This
year the exhibitors located in the Marketplace
represent a wider range of equipment and
services than ever before - if you use, run or are
responsible for any lifting equipment, a visit to the
Marketplace is worth your time - regardless of
all the equipment lined up outside - and includes
everything from software suppliers, to overload
systems, advanced load orientation systems,
training companies and battery suppliers.

Lunch - make a meal of it
When its time for lunch the Catering Pavilion
is located at the top of the showground and
serves food from 12.30 to 14.30 each day. It is
the perfect place for exhibitors and visitors to
’network’ over a meal. The catering includes the
free-range hog roast, a barbecue and a range
of vegetarian alternatives. For those on a tight
schedule there is also a fresh sandwich bar.
With so much to see and so many people to
meet, you really need to consider making it a two
day visit.

Networking event
The Networking evening event (ticket required) is
also held at the Catering Pavilion and immediate
outside area and takes place on the Wednesday

Lunch Menu
Slow roasted hog
Quorn pulled pork (v)
Sage and onion stuffing
Homemade apple sauce
Crisp country salad (v)
Luxury deli style coleslaw (v)
Rustic new potato salad (v)
Spierings’ artisan cheese board
Plus
Barbeque - Burgers & Sausages
Sandwich station
Refreshments
evening with drinks and canapés served from
18.30, followed by an oriental - and other - buffet
and bar. It is a time for exhibitors and guests to
catch up, discuss the day’s events with good
music, food and drink.

Hotels
Hotel rooms within a five mile radius are plentiful
and a complementary shuttle bus service runs to
and from the local hotels before and after the
Networking event for those staying for the
evening. With so much to see and so many
people to meet, you really need to consider
making it a two day visit. So without further ado,
the following guide provides a round-up of every
brand product that is represented, along with
what they will have on display.

Show Information
Venue: East of England Arena and Events
Centre, Peterborough, PE2 6XE, UK

A big thank you to our event sponsors:

Show times and dates:
Wednesday 11th May 10:00 to 17.30
Thursday 12th May 10:00 to 16.00
How to register
• Pre-register: www.vertikaldays.net/
visitor and print visitor badge
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Access Equipment
and Telehandlers

Access Platform Sales (APS): Stand 400/500
APS will show a wide range of equipment
including LGMG boom and scissor lifts along
with Hinowa spider lifts, including the 22 metre
Hinowa TC22 Bi-energy model and a range of
new LGMG Lithium battery powered platforms,
including the 66ft T20J telescopic and 46ft A14JE
articulated boom. The company will also use the
event to unveil the 10 metre LGMG M0810JE
lithium powered mast boom. The recently
launched BoSS PA Lift push around scissor lift will
be on display, along with a selection of Wienold
high capacity material lifts.
AJ Access: Stand 102
See: Zoomlion

Alfa Access Services: Stand 403/405
Alfa Access Services - the UK and Ireland sales,

service and parts partners for Teupen, ELS Lift,
Omega Solutions and most recently Mecaplus - will
have a busy stand. Alfa Electric Utility Vehicles
- the UK and Ireland distributor for Pilotcar - will
have the P-1000 and PC-2 Lifted electric utility
vehicles. Omega Solutions will debut the 408 TS
self-levelling tracked scissor lift and ELS will display
four all-new scissor lifts - the EL19, EL 8SE, EL12
SE slab electrics and EL 12 RTE electric Rough
Terrain model, amongst others. Teupen spider lifts
will include the 21 metre Leo 21 GT and 30 metre
Leo 30T Plus, sadly the new 50ft Mecaplus E-SL
17.2 no-oil articulated boom, which is currently
undergoing trials, will not be at the show, but visit
the stand for a chat about the machine - the Alfa
team has all the details. Alfa Access also offers
LOLER inspections and parts and service for all

types of powered access platforms across the UK.
Almac/AlmaCrawler: Stand 503/505
See: CPL

Alimak Group UK: Stand 605
Alimak will showcase the Scando 650 and
Scando 650 XL construction hoists, TPL 1000
transport platform and the new STS 300 scaffold
transportation system. The Alimak TPL 1000
personnel and material transport platform is
suitable for all buildings and scaffolds. The new
Alimak STS 300 Scaffold Transportation System
is available exclusively through PERI. Designed for
use with the PERI UP scaffolding system, a crew
of two people can install up to 300 square metres
of scaffold per day.
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ANC Access: Stand 501

Bluelift: Stand105/106

See: RAXTAR

See: Snorkel UK

Avant UK: Stand 205

Böcker UK: Stand 107

Avant will have two recently introduced spider
lifts on display - the 13.4 metre Leguan 135 Neo
and the updated 19 metre Leguan 190 which is
now available for the European market. It will
also have an all-electric 900kg/2.8 metre Avant
E6 wheel loader which is powered by a 48 volt
lithium-ion battery pack said to fully charge in just
one hour.

The company’s hoist range will be represented by
the Super-lift MX 2024 rack and pinion transport
platform.

Leguan 135 Neo

Super-lift MX 2024

BoSS: Stand 400/500
See: Access Platform Sales
Bravi Leo IPAF

Bravi Platforms: Stand 401
Bravi Platforms will display its latest 4.9 metre
Leonardo HD vertical mast lift with dual roll
out deck extensions and a 180kg unrestricted
platform capacity. The overall weight is 560kg
and gradeability 35 percent. Options include
telematics configuration with full Canbus
connectivity, oil leak protection system and the
fully electric drywall lifter attachment Solo-Gyps.

Bravisol: Stand 401
See: Bravi Platforms

Bronto Skylift: Stand 607
The combination of the 35 metre Bronto S35EM
and the Scania L320 low level cab is a first and
according to the manufacturer it makes the
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Klubb van and pick-up mounted platforms. Its
Palfinger Platforms range will include a 30 metre
P300, 22 metre P220 and 25 metre P250. Also on
show will be AlmaCrawler tracked scissors and
booms.
CTE UK: Stand 101

Bronto S35EM

ideal truck mounted platform for working safely
in congested city centres, while being quick
and easy to deploy on site. The S35EM has an
outreach of 29 metres, a maximum platform
capacity of 500kg and features the latest Bronto+
control system along with the ‘City Safe Window’
which improves the chance of detecting children,
pedestrians and cyclists while travelling on the
road thanks to a suite of the latest cameras and
technology that alert the driver to any potential
hazards.

CTE UK will show two new models including the
ultra-narrow Zed20.4HN - the latest 20m CTE
platform on a 3.5t GVW chassis with outriggers
deployed within the width of the vehicle. The CTE
Traccess 270 makes its UK debut and features
a wireless remote and the IAPA 2022 awardwinning S3 EVO management system onboard
diagnostics. It also has the ‘coming home’ feature
and multi-position outriggers providing 14 metres
of outreach.

CMC UK: Stand 316

CTE Traccess 270

Spider platform manufacturer CMC will have the
new 13 metre and 18 metre all hydraulic machines
on its stand, both of which feature Kubota engines,
radio controls and auto levelling features. Also
on display will be the compact 15 metre S15, the
heavy duty S22HD designed for working in extreme
environments and the S23 which claims the largest
overall working envelope of any road towable
spider lift. Pop onto the stand for a chat about the
machine’s features and benefits.

Scania
L320

CMC S18

CLM Construction Supplies: Stand 603
CLM will show three Maber rack and pinion hoists
- the MB 500, MB C1000 and MB C2000. The MB
500 is available in a single phase version with a
300kg capacity or 500kg with the three phase
version. The MB C1000 has a 1,000kg capacity
and lift speeds of 12 and 24 m/min and the MB
C2000 has a 1,500kg capacity and a maximum
anchored height of 150 metres. Largest hoist
capacity is two tonnes.

COMET UK: Stand 408

Dingli UK: Stand 602

See: Hydraulic Platform Services

China’s leading aerial lift manufacturer will show
a selection from its growing product range,
including booms, scissors, mast lifts and mast
booms, including the 30 metre BT30ERT Lithium
powered telescopic boom lift and the all new fully
electric - ‘No hydraulic Oil’ - scissor lift range,
represented by
the 6.7 metre
AMWP7-8100
mast lift. This
will be the first
opportunity
anywhere to
see and test
these new
models in the
iron so make
Dingli
sure you do not
JCPT
miss out. Other
2223DC
products on
show include
the Dingli AC
direct electric
drive slab
scissor lifts.

Cormidi: Stand 206/311
See: GGR

CPL: Stand 503/505
CPL plans to show a wide selection from its
growing line up of aerial lifts, including several
Almac JIBBI
1250 EVO

MB C1000
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Easy Lift: Stand 209
See: Independent Access Sales

Elite Access Repairs: Stand 103
See: France Elevateur

ELS Lift: Stand 403/405
See: Alfa Access Services

Falcon: Stand 409
See: Liftech

Faresin: Stand 206/311
See: GGR
France Elevateur TOPY 11

Fraco: Stand 514
See: Torgar and XL Industries

France Elevateur: Stand 103
France Elevateur is making its Vertikal Days
debut with three machines, the first time that the
company has exhibited in the UK. They include
the popular 12 metre 121 FT van mount with
120kg platform capacity, the 13.4 metre, 200kg
capacity 132 F and the 11 metre Ford Transit
mounted TOPY 11 a compact urban platform are
all worth a closer look.

GSR
B200PX

Geda: Stand 502
See: Mace Industries

Genie: Stand 207/208 and 313
See: Workplatform and Hitec Lift Trucks

GSR: Stand 600
GSR will show several of its ‘PX’ articulated
truck mounted platforms including the 20 metre
B200PX, 24 metre B24OPX and the 22 metre
B220PXE with end mounted platform offering
120kg capacity at an outreach of 11.25 metres.
It will also show the 21 metre B210PXJ with
articulating jib. Mounted on a 3.5 tonne Mercedes
Sprinter it has a 250kg platform capacity, 10
metres of unrestricted outreach and 450 degrees
of slew. The jib is also available now on the 22
metre B220TJ telescopic.
Hinowa: Stand 400/500
See: Access Platform Sales (APS)

Hydraulic Platform Services: Stand 408
Hydraulic Platform Services is now the official
Comet dealer for the UK and will launch the new
XSPEAR - a fully hydraulic van mounted platform
- as well as showing the X14 pick up mounted
platform and several van mounted lifts, including
the 20 2 10 HQ and the 21 2 9 HQ. Hydraulic

Platform Services also provides a full engineering
support for the products.
Imer: Stand 301/302
Imer will have various models on display including
mini and electric scissors and spider lifts. The
10ft self-propelled Easy Up 5 SP mini scissor
which weighs just 500kg
and offers a 200kg platform
capacity for both indoor
and outdoor use. Two other
electric scissor lifts will
be on the stand - the 9.2
metre working height/200kg
capacity IM 7380 and
the 12 metre/300kg IM
10090. Maximum capacity
is available on both the
Easy Up
platform and the extension.
5 SP
Two spider lifts will be on
display, the 15 metre/230kg
IM R 15 DA articulated
model with dual riser and
jib, plus the 23 metre/230kg
IM R 23 DA.

Independent Access Sales: Stand 209
Independent Access Sales (IA Sales) - the Easy
Lift spider platform distributor for England - will
show several Easy Lift models including the 15
metre RA15, the 18 metre RA180 and the 31
metre RA31.

Comet 20 2 10 HQ

Easy Lift RA15

International Platforms: Stand 315
Established during lockdown, International
Platforms has quickly built a solid reputation in
the used platform market, with staff on hand to
answer questions about buying and selling used
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platforms, both in the
UK and worldwide.
The company is
also supporting The
Lighthouse Club’s
‘Help inside the Hard
Hat’ campaign and
you can bid for a fully
refurbished 26ft Genie
GS2632 scissor lift,
which will be on the
stand - all proceeds
from the sale will be donated to the charity’s
campaign to tackle poor mental health within the
construction and related industries.
Don’t miss the all new Metal and Modular
Navigator 6, a true zero emissions 13ft platform
height/six metre working height push-around
scissor lift, totally mechanically operated platform
- no electrics or hydraulics - which the company
is distributing in the UK and Ireland.
IPAF: Stand 619
The display on the IPAF stand will be themed
around IPAF’s latest safety campaign, ‘Don’t Fall
For It!’ which highlights common causes for falls
from the platform and how to avoid them. Up to
five IPAF members’ machines will be displayed.
Also on the stand will be the No Falls Foundation a charity dedicated to preventing falls from height
and helping people affected by the consequences
of a fall.
JCB: Stand 406/506
JCB will have a packed stand including the
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recently launched 525-60E 2,500kg, six metre
all-electric telehandler, delivering the same
performance as conventional diesel powered
machines but with zero emissions and a
significant reduction in noise levels. Also on show
will be the 555-210R 360 degree telehandler with
a 20.5 metre lift height, 5.5 tonnes lift capacity,
rapid set-up time and all-round visibility improving
site safety. JCB Access will show electric scissor
lifts with platform heights from 15ft to 45ft. The
two smallest models - S1530E and S1930E - have
1.64 metre by 760mm platforms. The 45ft S4550E
provides a working height of 15.8 metres.

Klass: Stand 515
See Kranlyft

Klubb: Stand 503/505
See: CPL

LGMG: Stand
200/300

LGMG T20J

Although LGMG is now
working with APS it has its
own presence at the show and
will display a range of its models
including slab electric scissors,
heavy duty and Rough Terrain
scissors and boom lifts. The new
product launch is the 10 metre
M0810JE lithium powered mast boom.
Liftech UK: Stand 409
The new independent aerial lift dealer represents
Falcon Lifts, Palazzani spider lifts and GSR truck
mounted platforms across the UK and Ireland. It
will have several new models on show including
the 43 metre Palazzani XTJ 43+ and 32 metre
Palazzani XTJ 32 and the 25 metre TZX 250 and
from GSR a 20 metre B200PX truck mount. The
company can also inspect, maintain, repair or
completely overhaul equipment.
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Maber: Stand 603
See: CLM Construction Supplies

Magni RTH8.25

Mace Industries: Stand 502
Portable conveyor supplier and Geda distributor
Mace will demonstrate a wide range of Geda
hoists including the portable Ladder hoist and
Mace’s own lightweight Bumpa roof tile hoist.
Also on show will be the lightweight 200Z, the
versatile 500ZZP hoist and the 2 PK tower crane
operator hoist. The heavy-duty Multilift P12 - an
enclosed hoist for both goods and personnel
with a load capacity of 1500kg/12 people - has a
maximum height of 150 metres.

attachments. Included on the stand will be the
heavy duty, six tonne/10 metre TH6.10 which
made its debut at last year’s event and features
the same technology as its sophisticated 360
degree machines. Other models on the stand will
be the fixed frame 5.5 tonne/14.8 metre TH 5,5.15
and the 360 degree, six tonne/38.9 metre RTH
6.39.
Manitou UK: Stand 613

Geda 500ZZP

Magni Telescopic Handlers: Stand 601
Magni will show a range of Fixed and
Rotating/360 degree telescopic handlers with

Manitou UK returns to Vertikal Days with products
from its brand new MRT Rotating Telehandler
range with the all-new 16 metre/4,500kg MRT
1645 and 26 metre/6,000kg MRT 2660. The aerial
lift display will feature all electric ATJ booms
including the new 60ft all electric 200 ATJ E, the
10 metre100 VJR mast boom, the 33ft Man’Go 12
and 46ft 160 ATJ with Stage V engine.

Manitou 100 VJR
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Multitel MJ 450

Mecaplus: Stand 403/405
See: Alfa Access Services

Metal & Modular: Stand 315
See: International Platforms

Multitel Pagliero: Stand 509
Showcasing its 3.5 tonne range of truck mounted
platforms, Multitel will exhibit its 19.9 metre
HX 200 EX and 25.1 metre MZ 250 models. It
will also have one of its larger truck mounted
platforms on show, a 45 metre MJ 450 specified
for the UK market and mounted on a 26 tonne
chassis, it offers a maximum outreach of 32.3
metres with a platform capacity of 120kg, 30.3
metres with 300kg and 26.7 metres with its
maximum 500kg capacity. The 25 metre SMX 250
spider lift will complete the stand line-up.

Platform Basket RR/200

No Falls Foundation: Stand 619
See: IPAF

Niftylift: Stand 317
Niftylift will highlight its range of Gen² Stage
V Hybrid booms and all-electric articulating
boom lifts, with a particular focus on its latest
technology, including its Niftylink telematics and
lithium-ion battery power and direct electric drive.
The company’s diesel powered units are now all
approved to run on HVO fuel, which results in a 90
percent reduction in CO2 emissions.
Omega Solutions: Stand 403/405
See: Alfa Access Services

Palazzani: Stand 409
See: Liftech UK

Palfinger Platforms: Stand 503/505
See: CPL

Pilotcar: Stand 403/405
See: Alfa Access Services

Pinnacle Platforms: Stand 507
See: Sinoboom

Platform Basket: Stand 407
See: Promax Access

Promax Access: Stand 407
Platform Basket’s UK distributor Promax Access
will show several tracked spider lifts including
the 33 metre Spider 33.15 and 10 metre 20.95
Hybrid. Hybrid power packs are available on
the entire product range, along with an onboard
diagnostic display. Vertikal Days will also be
premier display of the innovative compact and
lightweight tracked 25ft self-propelled RR9/200
Road-Rail platform, which can be transported on
a 3.5 tonne trailer and then drive onto the tracks
by rotating its chassis, and self-level, making
it a perfect machine for carrying out urgent or
remedial work on the rail ways. This machine is a
must see.
RAXTAR: Stand 501
RAXTAR provides a range of passenger and
material hoists, common towers and software
solutions for the high and mid-rise market. Its UK
operation, ANC Access, runs a full service rental
fleet of RAXTAR equipment. New products on
show include the RX SMART Series construction
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Nifty HR17N

RAXTAR
RX SMART

SAEClimber; Stand 201
Mastclimber and hoist manufacturer SAEClimber
will show the heavy duty E30 passenger and
materials hoist lift. Available in single or twin
cage configuration with each having a 3,000kg
payload. Maximum anchored height is 250 metres,
maximum elevation speed is 60 metres per minute
and each cabin measures 4.5 x 1.5 x 2.1 metres.
E30

hoist with a payload of 2,300kg and lift speed of
36 metres a minute. Other features include quiet
operation, standard C-gate and programmable
landings with hoist calling system.
Ruthmann: Stand 410/412
See: Versalift

One company, two m

Versalift United Kingdo
the Ruthmann Ecoline and
platforms to its market
For further information contact the Versalift UK sales team.

market leading brands

om Limited has added
d STEIGER® truck-mounted
leading product range.

T: 01536 721010

E: sales@versalift.co.uk

W: versalift.co.uk
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Sinoboom: Stand 507
Sinoboom, together with its UK partner Pinnacle
Platforms will show several new models from its
rapidly growing range of fully electric scissor and
boom lifts, along with a new mast boom. Three
models making their European debut include
the 66ft TB20EJ Plus battery powered straight
telescopic, the 40ft 4069RE compact electric
Rough Terrain scissor lift and the 60ft all electric
AB18EJ articulated boom. Also on show will be
the new 10 metre ML10EJ mast boom, while the
compact scissor lift range will be represented by
the 19ft 1932 ME and 13ft 1330 SE.

Versalift
VTL 135

Skyjack: Stand 100
Vertikal Days will be
the first opportunity
for Skyjack to show
off its the full line up
of new Skyjack next
generation mast type
lifts, high capacity
articulated boom lifts
and new scissor lifts.
The new direct AC electric drive
12 and 16ft SJ12 E/16 E mast
type lifts offer working heights
5.6 and 6.8 metres respectively.
The new drive system is said
to provide up to 30
percent duty cycle
improvements,
smoother operation
The new
and consistent
AC electric drive SJ16E
torque, with a 70
percent reduction in hydraulic hose connections.
The SJ12E and SJ16E are among the first Skyjack
products to feature the company’s ECO label
offering a 15 percent operational carbon saving
compared to previous models.

Snorkel SR626E and Speed Level

Teupen: Stand 403/405
See: Alfa Access Services

Torgar and XL Industries: Stand 514
Having won the IPAF IAPA innovation product of
the year award with its PL-20 EXT 2V Modular
Transport Platform, Torgar is unveiling two UK
debuts - the T3-25 modular goods hoist and the
versatile PL-05 Transport Platform.

Snorkel UK: Stand 105/106
Snorkel will highlight several models from its
growing range of lithium ion battery powered
aerial lifts, both booms, scissor lifts and the
lithium Speed Level. In addition, it will display it’s
all-electric 2,500kg/six metre SR626E telehandler.
Sadly, the all new 210ft 2100SJ straight boom lift
will not make it to the show this year. Snorkel UK
is also a Bluelift-Ruthmann dealer for the UK.
Socage: Stand 204
Italian aerial lift manufacturer Socage continues
to upgrade its range of truck mounted platforms
with the addition of its Speed automatic levelling
system. Two models showcasing this technology
will include its 19.3 metre/230kg capacity nine
metre outreach articulated forSte 20D Speed and
the 19.7 metre/230kg capacity 12 metre outreach
telescopic 20TJ Speed with jib. Both models will
be mounted on 3.5 tonne Iveco Daily chassis.
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Torgar T3-25

Versalift UK: Stand 410/412
The Versalift stand will host two market leading
brands Versalift and Ruthmann, the company
taking over Ruthmann distribution for the UK
and Ireland in April following the acquisition of
Ruthmann last year. The Versalift range will be
represented by the new 13.5 metre VTA-135
pick-up mounted lift. The Ruthmann truck
mounted line up will be represented by the 33
metre T 330 XS, the 23 metre Ecoline 230 truckmounted platform with 17 metres of outreach.
Workplatform: Stand 207/208
Genie’s UK dealer Workplatform will show two of
its latest direct electric drive micro scissor lifts -

Genie GS-1932m

the 14ft GS-1432m and the 19ft GS-1932m with
working heights of 7.55 metres. Also on show will
be the 32ft GS-3232, 40ft GS-4046 and 46ft GS4655 E-Drive models featuring Genie’s new direct
AC electric drive motors. A number of Superlift
Advantage SLA material lifts will also be on the
stand as well as a fully equipped mobile service
engineer van. When on the stand ask about the
company’s plans to launch a new articulating
boom lift.

VERTIKAL DAYS

Zoomlion ZA45J
The XCMG XGS28E

XCMG: Stand 202/203
XCMG Aerial Work platforms is making its Vertikal
Days debut and will show a range of scissor
and boom lifts which extend up to 185ft with a
working height of 58 metres. The company says
that it will use the show to unveil several new
models. Making their first appearance in the UK
will be the 86ft XGS28E and 66ft XGS22E booms
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as well as the new range of electric slab scissors
with working heights from six to 16 metres.
XL Industries: Stand 514
See: Torgar & XL Industries

Zoomlion: Stand 102
Another new exhibitor Zoomlion Access will

display 12 aerial work platforms and include the
launch of several brand new all-electric boom
lifts such as the 88ft ZT26JE telescopic boom lift,
alongside the 32ft ZA10RJE and ZA20JE electric
articulated booms. Several slab electric scissor
lifts from15ft to 45ft will also be making their
debut as well as the 53ft ZS1623RT Rough Terrain
and the 20ft ZS0610C track mounted scissor lift.
All the electric scissor lifts on display will include
the manufacturer’s latest electric E-Drive system.

cranes

Marchetti CW25.35

AGD Equipment: Stand 213/214
AGD offers telescopic crawler cranes from both Sennebogen and
Marchetti, but its main exhibit will be the global launch of the new all
electric and hybrid versions of its 25 tonne Sherpina telecrawlers. Also
making its UK debut will be a 40 tonne truck mounted crane from
Marchetti. The company will also have displays representing its piling
rigs and equipment as well as its service and breakdown support
including its new paint shop.
AL-lift: Stand 603
See: CLM

Artic Crane: Stand 611
See: City Lifting

BG Lift: Stand 206/311
See: GGR

Böcker UK: Stand 107
Böcker UK will host the worldwide launch of the brand-new AK 42 truck
crane. The crane features improved working speed and stability for
high loads, a 180 degree jib and tower crane function. Also on show is
a range of cranes including its largest truck crane - the AK 52 on a four
axle carrier - with a maximum capacity of 12 tonnes and a 52 metre main
boom (with the option of a 55 metre boom), the AK 46/6000 mounted on
a three axle carrier and the crawler mounted RK 36/2400.

Böcker AK 42
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The Artic Raptor 85

Glasboy: Stand 206/311
See: GGR

Grove: Stand 110/111
See: Manitowoc

Hoeflon: Stand 511/512
See: Foster Cranes

Jaso: Stand 612
See: Falcon Tower Crane

JMG: Stand 511/512
See: Foster Cranes

Klaas: Stand 515
See: Kranlyft

Kobelco: Stand 112

City Lifting: Stand 611
UK crane sales and rental company City Lifting
is hoping to exhibit the latest version of the five
tonne Raptor 85 articulated tower crane from Artic
Cranes. Offering a tiny 3.9 metre out of service
radius, features include high working speeds and
low energy consumption. The company is also
the UK distributor for Comansa tower cranes and
hopes to exhibit one of the latest developments
from the Spanish manufacturer.
Comansa: Stand 611
See: City Lifting

Cormidi: Stand 206/311
See: GGR

Demag: Stand 113/115
See: Tadano UK

Falcon Tower Crane: Stand 612

new Sany crane features a five section 46 metre
full power boom, with twin telescope cylinders
and cable synchronised boom, topped by a 9.2
to 16 metre bi-fold swingaway extension for a
maximum tip height of almost 63 metres at which
it has a capacity for 2.7 tonnes at a radius of 12
metres.
Galizia: Stand 206/311

Kranlyft: Stand 515

See: GGR

GGR: Stand 206/311
As usual, GGR will have a stand packed with a
wide array of the products it distributes from Unic
spider cranes to Sunward mini crawler cranes,
Galizia pick & carry cranes, BG Lift and Almac
multi loader tracked carrier and crane, as well
as Faresin telehandlers and all manner of
glass handling machinery, vacuum lifters
and restricted access lifting machines.

Falcon Tower Crane Services is the largest tower
crane supplier in the UK with cranes ranging from
the two tonne Potain HD16 self erector to the 64
tonne Jaso J780PA.64 luffing jib crane. On its
stand will be three Potain Igo self-erecting tower
cranes - the Igo T85A, the Igo T130 and the Igo
50. Be sure to visit the stand to discover more.

Kranlyft will display a six tonne capacity Klaas
K950RHX with maximum working radius of 36
metres with 500kg and 28 metres with 1,000kg.
Hybrid power for the crane operation is standard.
Also on the stand will be the Maeda CC423 and
CC985 mini crawler cranes. All Maeda’s from the
CC range are delivered with EU Stage V compliant
engines. The Maeda MC305CB-3 battery crane
will also be on the stand, the crane is capable of
operating for full working day on a fully charged
battery pack and can be re-charged while
operating operation. The charging time with a
200+ volt AC outlet is three hours to 80 percent
or four and a half hours to reach 100 percent.

Maeda CC985

Foster Cranes: Stand 511/512
UK crane sales and service company Foster
Cranes will be showing the first 60 tonne Sany
SCE 600TB crawler crane to arrive in the UK
alongside its Hoeflon and JMG product lines. The
The Sany SCE 600TB

GGR pick & carry crane
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Kobelco Construction Machinery Europe Cranes
Division (UK) will show its latest 100 tonne
capacity, Stage V/Tier 5 compliant CKE900G-3
lattice boom crawler crane, painted in Q Crane
Hire’s colours prior to delivery after the show.
Visitors will also be able to access information
regarding Kobelco’s Used Cranes Service which
connects buyers and sellers of used crawler
cranes, while members from its sales, service
and spare parts departments will be on hand to
discuss any requirements and technical queries.

VERTIKAL DAYS
Liebherr
LTM1150-5.3

Liebherr GB: Stand 615/618
With the largest stand at the show, Liebherr will
display a wide selection of cranes including its
latest All Terrains such as the all new 150 tonne,
five axle LTM 1150-5.3. Mobile self-erecting tower
cranes will be represented by the MK140, while
the lattice crawler crane on show will be the 110
tonne LR 1110, which can be ordered with electric
power. The stand will also include the company’s
most recent technology and innovations including
digitalisation and the latest telematics available
on all new mobile cranes.
Maeda: Stand 515
See: Kranlyft

Manitowoc Cranes: Stand 110/111
Manitowoc plans to show the five axle Grove
GMK5250XL-1 All Terrain crane. The 250 tonner
was launched at bauma 2019 and is already
popular in the UK with several already working
in a number of rental fleets. Its 78.5 metre main
boom claims to be the longest main boom of any
five axle All Terrain, while offering a relatively
compact footprint and good manoeuvrability,
making it a good machine for congested sites.
Also on the stand will be a Potain self-erecting
tower crane from Ladybird Crane Hire.
Marchetti: Stand 213/214
See: AGD Equipment

National Crane: Stand 110/111
See: Manitowoc
GMK5250XL-1
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Palfinger PCC 115.002

Palfinger UK: Stand 304/305
UK distributor Palfinger UK not only sells
and supports the Palfinger loader crane
line, but also installs them and custom
bodies on customer chassis for all manner
of lifting applications. The company will
use Vertikal Days to launch its new crawler
mounted PCC 115.002 in the UK which can
lift up to 30 tonnes and has a maximum
reach of 23.1 metres. Features include
the ability to travel on gradients up to 60
percent with a high degree of self-levelling
ability. It can pick & carry loads in crawler
mode and can tow a trailer of up to 10

tonnes. If needed it can be run solely on
electric power for work in low emission
zones or indoor settings. This is a mustsee machine.
Potain: Stand 110/111
See: Manitowoc

PV-E Crane: Marketplace MP38/40
Dutch crane company PVE is developing
a line of true battery powered electric
crawler cranes that introduce a number of
innovations making them truly autonomous
- See Watson & Hillhouse.

PV-E Crane

Impartial Load Spread Solutions
Tailored To Your Needs
UniMat® * Polymer * Timber * Aluminium * Steel
info@universal-crane-mats.com
Sale & Nationwide Hire Service 01623 653588
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The following list includes all exhibitors and
the brands that they represent attending this
year’s event.

Exhibitor & Brand list
Aberdeen Web
Access Platform Sales (APS)
AGD Equipment
AJ Access
Ainscough Training Services
Alfa Access
Almac/AlmaCrawler
Alimak Group UK
Alimats
Alliance Automotive Group
AMCS Technologies
ANC Access
APS
ARESTA
Artic Cranes
Avant UK
Battery Service Hub
BG Lift
Big Change
Bluelift
Böcker UK
BoSS
Bravi Platforms
Bravisol
Briggs
Brilliant Ideas
Bristol Initiative Trust
Bronto Skylift
Capja
Certora Training
City Lifting
CLM Construction Supplies
Close Brothers Asset Finance
CMC UK
Columbus McKinnon
Comansa
Combilift
COMET
Cormidi
CPA
CPL
Cranes & Access
Cranes Today
Crown Batteries
CTE UK
DC Battery Technologies
DC Power
Demag
Dingli Machinery UK
Durham Lifting
Dynaset
Easy Lift
Ecobat Battery
Elite Access Repairs Ltd
ELS Lift
EMCE
Extreema
Falcon Lifts
Falcon Tower Crane
Faresin
Foster Cranes
Fraco
France Elevateur
Fronius
Galizia
Gebuwin
Geda
GemOne
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MP17
400/500
213/214
102
MP36
403/405
206/311 & 503/505
605
216
MP23
MP12/13
501
400/500
MP46/47
611
205
MP7
206/311
MP11
105/106
107
400/500
401
401
313
216
Entrance
607
MP18
MP44
611
603
309
316
MP4
611
313
408
206/311
614
503/505
MP35
MP28
MP10
101
MP20
MP20
113/115
602
MP4
MP3
209
MP5
103
403/404
MP6
MP45
409
612
206/311
511/512
514
103
MP5
206/311
MP6
502
510, MP19 & MP29

Genie
315
G-Force
GGR
Glasboy
Green Pin
GRIPPS
Grove
GSR
GS Yuasa Pro-Spec
Hako
Hoeflon
Hinowa
Hitec Lift Trucks
Hydraulic Platform Services
Hyster
Hytorc
IMER
Independent Access Sales
InspHire
International Platforms
IPAF
JCB
JLG
JMG
Kato
KITO
Klaas
Klubb
Knipex
Kobelco
Krahn & Bühne
Kranlyft
Lasalign
Latch & Batchelor
Leguan
Leoch Battery UK
LGMG
Liebherr GB
Liftech (UK) Ltd
LiftinGear UK
Lifting Gear UK
Lift-Tex Heavy Lift Slings
Load Monitoring Systems
Maber
Mace Industries
Maeda
Magnetek
Magni Telescopic Handlers
Manitou
Manitowoc
Marchetti
MCS Rental Software
Mecaplus
Metal & Modular
Microsoft Partner (Gold)
Modulift
MOUVERS SRL
Multi-Sec
Multitel Pagliero
MV Balmoral Trust
Myerscough College
My Future My Choice
National Crane
Niftylift
No Falls Foundation
Nolim bv
Omega Solutions
Onyx
Outriggerpads
Palazzani Industrie

207/208, 313 &
MP31
206/311
206/311
MP4
MP46/47
111
409 & 600
MP10
313
511/512
400/500
313
408
313
MP30
301/302
209
MP22
315
619
315 & 406/506
313
511/512
211/312
MP6
515
503/505
MP46/47
111/112
MP35
515
215B
MP42
205
310
200/300 & 400/500
615/618
409
MP31
MP43
MP4 & MP45
MP24
603
502
515
MP14
601
613
110/111
213/214
MP34
403/405
315
MP11
MP25
MP8
MP4
509
Entrance
MP1
Entrance
111
317
619
513
403/404
MP29
510 & MP19
409

Palfinger Platforms
Palfinger UK
Paragon Bank
Pegasus Batteries
PERI
Petzl
Pilotcar
Pinnacle Platforms
Platinum International
Platform Basket
Point of Rental
Potain
Predator
Promax Access
PV-E Crane
RAXTAR
RaycoWylie
Red Rooster Lifting
Rivertek
Rolls
Ruthmann
SAEClimber
Safetyliftingear
Sage
Sany
Sapphire
Sennebogen
Shield Batteries
Shuttlelift
Sinoboom
Skyjack
SLG
Snorkel
Socage
Spierings
Sterling batteries
Sterling Group
Sunward
Tadano
Tele Radio UK
Tensology
TEO
Teupen
The Crosby Group
Top Service
Torgar
Torquer
Total Source
Tracked Carriers
Trackunit
Trojan Batteries
TVH
TVH University
UNIC
Universal Crane Mats
Valla
Valvoline
Verope
Versalift United Kingdom
Vertikal Press/Media
Verton
Watson & Hillhouse
Weinold
Wolffkran
Wolff Onsite
Workplatform
XCMG
Xenith Heights
Xero
XL Industries
Zoomlion

503/505
304/305
215A
MP7
104
MP46/47
403/404
507
MP23
407
MP9
111
MP20
407
MP38/40
501
MP21
MP6
211/312
MP5
410/412
201
MP31
MP11
511/512
MP29
213/214
MP10
111
507
100
MP31
105/106
204
109
MP10
402
206/311
113/115
MP39
MP37
MP6
403/404
MP4
MP16
514
MP15
510 and MP19
314
MP41
MP20
510
MP19
206/311
210
512
MP23
MP42
410/412
MP35
MP6
MP38/40
400/500
608/609
608/609
207/208
202/203
MP46/47
MP11
514
102
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Outdoor
Site Plan
Catering Pavilion

No Falls
Foundation

Brilliant
Ideas
216

Star
Shade

Niftylift
317

Lasalign

Versalift
UK

Torgar
& XL
Industries

315

410-412

Nolim
513

Tracked
Carriers
314

Liftech
UK
409

Hitec
Lift Trucks/
Briggs

Hydraulic
Platform
Services/
Comet UK

CMC
316

215B

Paragon Bank

215A

International
Platforms

Tadano UK

AGD

113-115
213-214

Kobelco
112

Manitowoc
110-111

Böcker UK
107

COMPONENTS/
ELECTRONICS/
OTHER

Socage
204

Zoomlion

XCMG

Multitel
Pagliero
509

101

Skyjack

Manitou

613

Falcon Tower
Crane
612
City Lifting

611

market place

507

GGR

406

311
Leoch 310
Battery
Close 309
Brothers

Palfinger
UK

304-305
202-203

100

Store

TVH
510

207-208

France
Elevateur
103

CTE UK

614

Sinoboom

Avant
UK
205

102

615-618

Wolffkran

105-106

CRANES

Promax
Access
407

210

209

Liebherr

511-512

Universal
Crane Mats

206

Snorkel UK

TELEHANDLERS

Rivertek
312
211

Foster
Crane &
Equipment
/Sany

408

Workplatform/
Genie

109

ACCESS

313

514

Independant
Access Sales

Spierings

KEY

Kranlyft
515

Imer

SAEclimber

201

301-302

LGMG

200

300

JCB

506

CPL

403-405

503-505

Bravisol
401

MACE
Industries

502

Raxtar
501

APS / Hinowa
400
500

Exhibitors
Galley

Exhibitor
Parking

Bronto
Skylift 607
Alimak
Group UK 605

Alfa
Access
Services

Sterling
GP
402

608-609

CLM Construction
Supplies
603

Dingli UK
602
Magni Telescopic
Handlers
601

GSR

600

My
Future
My
Choice

Organisers
Office/Operations

Entrance

Visitor Parking
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alliance
automotive
group/Platinum
International

insphire

MP1

dynaset
oy

MP21

Marketplace

MP23

myerscough
college

rayco wylie

ENTRANCE

MP22

Load
Monitoring
systems
MP24

DC battery
technologies
MP20

tvh
university
modulift

hytorc

MP25

MP30

MP31

MCS

rental
software

VERTIKAL
PRESS/
Media

MP34

MP35

CRANES
TODAY

gem one

MP28

MP29

safetyliftingear

MP3

MP19

capja
MP18

aberdeen
web
MP17

top
service
MP16

ENTRANCE

torquer
MP15

multi-sec
(durham
lifting)
MP4

ecobat
battery

AINSCOUGH
TRAINING
SERVICES
MP36

MP5

red
rooster
lifting

watson &
hillhouse/
pv-e crane

MP6

battery
service
hub

tensology

latch &
baTchelor

lifting
gear uk

MP37

MP42

MP43

tele
radio uk
MP39

MP14

certora lift-tex
Heavy lift
training slings
MP44

MP45

trackunit

xenith heights

MP41

MP46-47

MP38-40

magnetek

MP7

amcs
Technologies

MP12-13

mouvers
MP8

point of rental
software
MP9

big change

ENTRANCE

shield batteries
MP10

MP11
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Kato CR-200Rf

PV-E Crane

Spierings SK597-AT4 eLift

zero emission cranes can run for a full eight hour
shift before requiring a re-charge. Batteries are
removable and can be re-charged off site if on site
charging facilities are not available. The company
will offer both lattice and telescopic boomed models from 80 to160 tonnes capacity for the lattice
and 70-120 tonnes for the telescopics.

Tadano Range

Weinold: Stand 400/500
See: Access Plant Sales

Wolffkran: Stand 608/609

Rivertek: 211/312

Sunward: Stand 206/311

As the European distributor of Kato, Rivertek will
showcase several cranes including the latest 20
tonne CR-200Rf City type All Terrain sold to
County Lifting. Other products are likely to include
the 13 tonne CR-130Rf and 25 tonne CR-250Rv
City-type cranes. Both cranes feature a hydraulic
luffing jib, a searcher hook and two winches as
standard.

See: GGR

Tadano UK: Stand 113-115

Shuttlelift: Stand 110/111

Following the full merger of its Demag and Tadano
crane operations, Tadano has rationalised its
product line with all-new nomenclature and added
several new models such as the all new two axle,
40 tonne AC 2.040-1 making its global show debut. With a further 15 new models in the pipeline
there is likely to be plenty to see on the stand,
including the 60 tonne three axle AC 3.060-1, the
450 tonne seven axle AC 7.450 and the 80 tonne
GTC 800 telescopic crawler. This may also be the
opportunity to see the company’s e-Pack remote
electric power pack.

See: Manitowoc

Unic: Stand 216/311

Spierings: Stand 109

See: GGR

Spierings - pioneers of the mobile self-erecting
tower crane concept - continues with its all
electric models such as the City Boy and now the
electric powered six axle SK1265-AT6 eLift which
will be on the stand. The zero emission eLift
system has two operating modes - electric and
hybrid - which can operate from power sources as
low as 11 amps up to a full 32 amp outlet.

Valla: Stand 511/512

Sany: Stand 511/512
See: Foster Cranes

Sennebogen: 213/214
See: AGD Equipment

Tower crane manufacturer Wolffkran will show its
popular Wolff 133 B hydraulic luffing jib crane and
its new six by six metre TV 60 tower section for
freestanding tower heights with the Wolff 1250B
of more than 100 metres. The fully functional
1250 B model will also be on the stand for the
next round of the Lifting Lounge Challenge with
the first place prize a trip to bauma 2022 including
one night’s accommodation. Wolff Onsite will
be able to advise on a full range of lifting and
accessory requirements from initial site planning,
set up, logistics and training.

Wolff 133B

See: Foster Cranes

Watson & Hillhouse/PV-E Crane MP38/40
Watson & Hillhouse - the recently appointed
exclusive UK and Ireland dealer for PV-E Crane
- will use the show to launch its new, fully
electric, battery powered crawler cranes. The
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other equipment

In addition to the displays of new machines,
this year’s event includes a myriad of
suppliers showing off the latest in technology,
attachments, ancillary products and a wide
range of services. For equipment users,
specifiers and owners this part of the show
can be the most productive.
Aberdeen Web: Stand MP17
Since 1992 Aberdeen Web has manufactured
soft lifting slings made from polyester webbing
or yarn along with ratchet systems. It is also the
North East’s largest webbing sling and Scotland’s
only round sling manufacture as well as making
complete ratchet systems. The company will
exhibit one of its massive 250 tonne heavy lift
round slings as well as some HMPE round slings.
Ainscough Training Services: Stand MP36
Ainscough Training is one of the UK’s largest
independent, specialist training providers. It
delivers a wide range of CPCS, non CPCS and
bespoke courses and NVQs. Covering categories
such as the Appointed Person, Crane Supervisor,
Slinger Signaller & Mobile Crane, it allows
employers to ensure the workforce is up to-date
with all relevant legislation and codes of practice.
Its NVQ portfolio also has additional categories for
the Telehandler, Crawler Crane & Compact Crane.
Training is delivered at its dedicated training
facilities in the North West and Central London or
on site.

Aberdeen Web
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Alimats: Stand 216
See: Brilliant Ideas

Alliance Automotive: Stand MP23
See: Platinum International

AMCS Technologies UK: Stand MP12/MP13
French safety device manufacturer AMCS
technologies produces anti-collision and zoning
products for lifting equipment. This year it will
show the DCS 61-S anti-collision system for both
tower and mobile cranes when working together
on the same site. The company also offers a new
generation of complementary products including
Supervisor Sup 61, IoT Lifting Web and APP - anticollision systems for mobile and crawler cranes,
windspeed indicators, day and night aviation
lights and cameras.

VERTIKAL DAYS
ARESTA: Stand MP46/47
See: Xenith Heights

Battery Service Hub: Stand MP7
With the continuing crisis in the supply of flat
plate monoblocs from North America, Battery
Service Hub provides a solution with its range
of Pegasus tubular monobloc batteries. Visit the
stand to discuss availability as well as the ability
to deliver 1200 cycles to 80 percent DOD - as
opposed to 700 cycles - resulting in a much lower
cost per cycle.

of operations by bringing customer relationship
management (CRM), job scheduling, live tracking,
field resource management, financial management
and business intelligence into one simple to
use and easy to integrate platform. BigChange
eliminates
inefficient paperbased processes
and the
complexity of
multiple different
technology
systems.

Brilliant Ideas: Stand 216
The company will highlight its Alimats range of
interlocking aluminium outrigger mat system.
Modules weigh between 25kg and 48kg with
sizes from 0.67 to 8.07 square metres, making
them handleable for two people. Its new cover
mats are used to create a rapid temporary cover
over holes on construction sites or industrial
environments. It also offers a safety net recovery
system, levelling shims and a lightweight Slapp
clamp for safely lifting palletised materials - such
as bricks - by crane.

Big Change

BigChange: Stand MP11
BigChange is a Job Management Platform that
helps field service businesses take more control
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Bristol Initiative Trust: Entrance Pavilion
See: My Future My Choice

Capja: Stand MP18
Capja specialises in replacing the manual paper-based process with
digital solutions. Its user friendly mobile apps can digitise any type of
form including timesheets, daily/weekly checks, site visit forms and
RAMS. Visit the stand to see digital timesheets and check sheets on
its mobile app. Also watch the demonstration of CapjaDocs QR solution
which delivers latest fleet, certification, project, employee or whatever
documentation directly to customers using QR Code technology.
Certora Training: Stand MP44
Certora provides equipment operator training, qualifications and
assessments. Courses can be delivered on site or at one of its dedicated
training centres. Courses include IPAF Operator, IPAF Managerial,
PASMA Training, Safety Harness, Bi-Line and Fall Arrest.

Close Brothers Asset Finance: Stand 309
Leading asset finance company, Close Brothers provides bespoke
finance for businesses looking to buy new or used equipment. Its team
will be on hand to discuss its hire purchase, lease and refinances
packages, as well as provide ongoing assistance throughout the life of
the finance contract.

Columbus McKinnon: Stand MP4
See: Multi-Sec

CPA: Stand 614
The Construction Plant-hire Association team will be on hand to offer
general advice and guidance, in addition to answering member and
industry queries on the activities the association is involved with,
including apprenticeships, skills and training, Stars of the Future and
the CPA Conference 2022, as well as issues affecting the lifting sector
such as the removal of red diesel, zero emission initiatives and aviation
notification requirements.
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Cranes Today: Stand MP28

DC Power: Stand MP20

Dyneema: Stand MP45

The oldest English language crane magazine will
have the latest issues on display in the entrance
area.

See: DC Battery Technologies

See: Lift-Tex Heavy Lift Slings

Durham Lifting: Stand MP4

Ecobat Battery: Stand MP5

See: Multi-Sec

Ecobat is the UK’s largest independent battery
distributor and on its stand will be a selection of
Rolls batteries and Fronius chargers.

Crown Batteries: Stand MP10
See: Shield Batteries

DC Battery Technologies: Stand MP20
As the master distributor for Trojan Battery in the
UK, DCBT supplies the entire Trojan range and
will showcase Trojan’s Silver Line, Flooded and
AGM power products, plus the DC Power 24V
Lithium Series 4000 and Series Predator Lithium.
From the XDC (Xtra Deep Cycle Tin AGM) range it
will also have its 6V power solutions on display.
The Predator brand - the DCBT flagship brand
for high performance superior batteries - will be
introduced to the powered access industry for the
first time.

Dynaset: Stand MP3
Hydraulic equipment manufacturer Dynaset
specialises in converting the hydraulic power of
mobile machinery into electricity, high pressure
water, compressed air, magnet power, vibration
and power boosting. The company manufactures
hydraulic generators, power washers and
compressors and plans to bring a selection of
equipment to the show.

EMCE: Stand MP6
See: Red Rooster Lifting

Extreema: Stand MP45
See: Lift-Tex Heavy Lift Slings

Fronius: Stand MP5
See: Ecobat Battery

Gebuwin: Stand MP6
See: Red Rooster Lifting

GemOne: Stand MP29
GemOne provides smart telematics solutions
for a variety of sectors. Sapphire for safety
management for material handling and Onyx fleet
management for mixed fleets allow users to track
vehicles, boost efficiency, operate more safely
and avoid unexpected downtime.
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G-Force: Stand MP31
See: Safetyliftingear

Green Pin: Stand MP4
See: Multi-Sec

GRIPPS: Stand MP46/47
See: Xenith Heights

See us at

GS Yuasa Pro-Spec: Stand MP10
See: Shield Batteries

Hitech Lift Trucks: Stand 313
Material handling solutions provider Hitec supplies the Hyster forklift
range and also offers cleaning equipment, specialist warehouse products,
access equipment and comprehensive engineer coverage. It is also the
official supplier of forklifts to Vertikal Days.

HYTORC: Stand MP30
HYTORC offers a full line of hydraulic, pneumatic and electric torque and
tension tools to make industrial bolting safer and simpler. Latest products
include hands free operation to keep operators at a safe distance from the
application. Built-in documentation systems provide job accountability and
bolt load accuracy reduces nut loosening and joint failure. The company
will be demonstrating its latest product launches including the HYTORC
Washer systems, Lithium Series II Electric Torque tool, MXT+ Hydraulic
Torque wrench and VECTOR pump technology.
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InspHire: Stand MP22

Latch & Batchelor: Stand MP42

LiftinGear UK: Stand MP31

With its new branding and logo, rental
management software provider inspHire will be
demonstrating inspHire Office, inspHire Corporate
and On Rent. OnRent is a cloud-based solution
aimed at small to medium sized businesses
allowing users to fully manage their rental sales,
service and invoicing while on the go.

Latch and Batchelor is the UK supplier for Verope
premium wire ropes to crane companies, port
authorities, mining and construction sites across
the UK, Ireland and overseas with rope in stock
for same day or next day delivery. Its engineers
are certified to fit end stops on mobile cranes
either at its Birmingham site or on a customers’
site depending on the type of end termination.

See: Safetyliftingear

KITO: Stand MP6
See: Red Rooster Lifting

Knipex: Stand MP46/47
See: Xenith Heights

Lasalign: Stand 215
First time exhibitor Lasalign specialises in mobile
crane wheel alignment. It recommends checks
should be carried out regularly and always after
the installation of replacement steering parts.
Correct wheel alignment ensures optimum fuel
efficiency and reduces tyre wear yet is something
all too often overlooked in the crane business.
With the rising cost of fuel and the ending of
rebated red diesel, the benefits of good wheel
alignment has never been more important.

Leoch Battery UK: Stand 310
Highlight of the Leoch Battery stand will be
the new LDC using ‘an exclusive technology
developed by Leoch Battery’. Leoch says the new
product has a long service life and the ability to
perform at PSoC (partial state of charge). Also
on the stand will be its popular Flooded Flat Plate
DT series batteries and Lithium options for those
looking for units that are lighter, have the highest
depth of discharge and have a longer design life.

Lifting Gear UK: Stand MP43
Lifting Gear UK is a global provider of lifting and
handling equipment and advice. Its Lifting Projects
division specialises in contract lift work, lifting
solutions and fabrications, while offering heavy
lifting equipment up to several hundred tonnes for
sale or rental both in the UK and overseas. With
10 locations across the UK the company provides
LOLER, repair and maintenance services as well
as a range of training courses.
Lift-Tex Heavy Lift Slings: Stand MP45
Extreema is the leading brand of Dutch fibre sling
manufacturer Lift-Tex Industrie. The heavy lift
Extreema round slings with bio-based Dyneema
are used for manufacturing, transportation and
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installation of big modules, renewables, oil
rigs, FPSO’s, nuclear lifting projects and the
automotive industry. Unlike braided fibre ropes,
the construction of an Extreema round sling is
based on parallel laid fibre technology making
the slings up to a claimed 15 times stronger than
steel on a weight for weight basis and a weight
reduction up to 80 percent compared to wire rope.
Load Monitoring Systems: Stand MP24
Load Monitoring Systems specialises in the
design, manufacturing, sales and rental of lifting
and load measuring products used throughout
the world by the marine, subsea, oil and gas,
construction, mining and energy sectors. It will
be exhibiting Load Links, Load Pin Shackles and
other specialist lifting equipment as well as the
new digital Pad eye tester which features an
onboard ‘Digital display’, wireless and Bluetooth
connections and adjustable Clevis Height and
Digital Mounted Display. Models are available
with up to 30Te proof test capability.
Load Monitoring Systems
Pad eye tester

MCS Rental Software

Magnetek: Stand MP14
Magnetek will display its full line of wireless radio
controls for lifting equipment, including the Flex
Pro proportional control transmitter, MHR radio
controller and Flex VUE transmitter with graphic
display. The controllers can be customised
for a variety of applications, reducing internal
engineering and manufacturing costs, improving
time to market and enhancing equipment
performance.
MCS Rental Software: Stand MP34
Rental software provider MCS will showcase
its recently launched Timesheet Mobile app
giving users the ability to digitise shift allocation,
timesheet creation and submission, and finalise
customer invoicing for hours worked. The app
helps hirers and operators find a digital solution to
inefficient paper based timesheets which proved
a common bottleneck in the rental industry.
The company will also show its fully integrated
resource planning tool, MCS Resource Planner.
Built on the latest technology, MCS-rm has
additional functionality available for hirers from its
integrated CRM software.
Microsoft Partner (Gold): Stand MP11
See: BigChange

Modulift UK: Stand MP25
Modulift provides technical expertise as well as
the manufacture and supply of ‘below the hook’
lifting equipment including lifting and spreader
beams with spreader frames and other custom
lifting equipment used in the Renewable Energy,
Modular Accommodation, Ports & Marine,
Nuclear, Construction and the Oil and Gas sectors.
The company also offers a full in-house
engineering service including complete design
with latest 3D and FEA analysis, experienced
coded welders, testing and complete paint finish
line. All Modulift standard products up to 600
tonne capacity are available off the shelf or can
be custom designed to meet customers’ specific
requirements.
Modulift UK
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My Future My Choice: Entrance
Students from local schools will be visiting
Vertikal Days to participate in the lifting
workshops organised by My Future My Choice,
with the support of Liebherr apprentices. The
aim of the organisation is to introduce primary
and secondary school children to the lifting
equipment industry, in order to raise awareness
and encourage enthusiasm for the equipment and
the benefits of a career in engineering.
Nolim: Stand 513
Nolim is one of the largest suppliers of outrigger
and road mats in Europe. It will show a range of
outrigger mats/pads, outrigger shoes, temporary
ground protection/road pats and stowage boxes all made from lightweight HMPE 500 regenerated
plastic.

Mouvers: Stand MP8
Attending the show for the first time in Mouvers
has the UK debut of its modular machinery
moving system - Apollo. The strongest version is
on show - recently purchased by D.Turner and Son
- and consists of a battery power pack plus 25
tonnes FST25 self-propelled skate and the Combo
50 rear skates. Available in several configurations
up to a capacity of 75 tonnes the system uses
a battery or grid powered power packs. Apollo
self-propelled skates can drive on any solid floor
and work on gradients using hydraulic motors that
power the front skate wheels. Load height is just
150 mm.
Multi-Sec: Stand MP4
Manufactured in the UK, Multi-Sec Engineered
Lifting Systems include modular spreader beams,

lifting frames, lifting beams, adjustable module
lifting frames, container lifting frames, C-hooks &
tri-plates. As well as selling and hiring equipment,
the company also designs and manufactures
bespoke products.
Myerscough College: Stand MP1
Myerscough College is one of the largest
providers of specialist Land Based
Apprenticeships. Visit the stand to chat about its
range of Apprenticeships within Construction/
Crane/Lifting/Grounds Care and Agricultural
Engineering. Training is delivered on a block
release basis at its specialist facility in Preston,
Lancashire. It can also provide advice on
apprenticeship funding and the apprenticeship
levy and how this can aid your organisation with
meeting recruitment and workforce development
needs.

Multi-Sec spreader beam

Onyx: Stand MP29
See: GemOne

Outriggerpads: Stand 510 and MP19
See: TVH

Paragon Bank: Stand 215A
With more than 35 years’ experience in asset
finance, Paragon Bank offers UK businesses
a range of finance, from one-off sales to
comprehensive funding programmes. It also
offers the full range of standard hire purchase
and leasing products along with regular payment
plans, flexible terms and bespoke solutions.
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Pegasus Batteries: Stand MP7
See: Battery Service Hub

Verton load management systems
from Red Rooster Lifting

Petzl: Stand MP46/47
See: Xenith Heights

Platinum International: Stand MP23
Platinum International will showcase the Platinum
brand of Deep Cycle and Starter Batteries. The
company says that it is the preferred choice for
OEM manufacturers and offers a full range of
both flooded deep cycle as well as Carbon AGM
maintenance free batteries. The company also
claims to be the UK’s leading battery distributor
selling more than two million batteries per year.

Point of Rental Software: Stand MP9
For nearly 40 years Point of Rental has provided
rental and inventory management software
solutions for every job role throughout a business,
introducing key features to the hire software
industry, from dispatching and wireless alerts
to telematics integrations. The company serves
customers in 80 different countries from offices in
the US, UK, Australia, South Africa, Germany and
Canada.
Predator: Stand MP20
See: DC Battery Technologies

RaycoWylie: Stand MP21
RaycoWylie provides wired and wireless crane
monitoring systems for the retrofit market. It will
be showing its i4000 indicator systems, the i4300
wired safe load indicator and the i4500 for more
complex retrofit installations. Features include a
4.3 inch full colour screen plus USB connectivity
that can be used to transfer calibration files, load
charts and software.

Red Rooster Lifting: Stand MP6
Red Rooster Lifting delivers versatile lifting
solutions with products including air hoists,
load measuring equipment, EMCE winches, Kito
manual and electric hoists, Kito Van Leusden,
Gebuwin winches and Verton load management
systems. New is Verton’s gyroscopic technology
for precise remote load orientation and control
eliminating taglines for a ‘hands-free’ lifting
operation. Red Rooster has a vast load measuring
product range with capacities up to 500 tonnes
covering ATEX and standard load cells, load
shackles, compression load cells, crane scales
and running line monitors.
Rolls: Stand MP5
See: Ecobat Battery

Safetyliftingear: Stand MP31
SafetyLiftinGear is a leading supplier of Height
Safety, Materials Handling and Lifting Products.
This year it will be displaying its Hammer material
lifts as well as its latest harness - the XForce-Ultra
Comfort fall protection and rescue harness.
Sage: Stand MP11
See: BigChange
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UK truck body
manufacturer
Sterling

Sapphire: Stand MP29
See: GemOne

Shield Batteries: Stand MP10
UK battery distributor Shield Batteries offers a
wide range of batteries for powered access, lifting
equipment and telehandlers, while also offering
fleet owners an easy to use battery replacement
service. It will have a wide range of batteries for
powered access equipment on show, along with
lifting equipment from Crown, GS Yuasa Pro-Spec
and Sterling.
Sterling Group: Stand 402
UK truck body manufacturer Sterling claims to
be the leading producer of beavertail bodies for
transporting aerial work platforms and will show
its latest generation of truck/vehicles bodies. This
may include a 32 tonne beavertail installed on a
Scania 8x2 chassis and a 26 tonne fully electric
beavertail giving visitors an insight into what the
future of transport might look like.
Tele Radio UK: Stand MP39
Tele Radio designs and manufactures
customisable remote control systems for the
lifting, access, and mobile machinery markets.
The company will exhibit a range of standard
pushbutton and joystick products designed for
typical crane, hoist and mobile applications
as well as a range of custom wireless control
systems for the proportional hydraulics market.
Tensology: Stand MP37
Tensology provides a full range of products,
equipment and services for the installation,
testing, inspection and lubrication of all types of
crane rope. The company will be showcasing its
wire rope lubrication and inspection capabilities
as well as its LEEA accredited Crane Rope
Examiners course.
TeleRadio Panther Tx

TEO: Stand MP6
See: Red Rooster Lifting

The Crosby Group: Stand MP4
See: Multi-Sec

Top Service: Stand MP16
Credit information provider Top Service helps
thousands of customers in the construction
and rental industries avoid problem payers and
reduce bad debt, as well as help collect from
challenging debtors. Be sure to stop by and ask
its team to demonstrate the company’s dynamic
credit information, debt prevention and recovery
services.

Tensology MH6-26
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Trackunit: Stand MP41
Telematics and fleet management company
Trackunit will showcase one of its key products
- Trackunit Kin. The Bluetooth tag provides asset
tracking for construction equipment and enables
construction professionals to increase business
efficiency by optimising asset utilisation and
making lost tools and attachments a thing of the
past.

Halo 2000

Total Source: Stand 510 and MP19
See: TVH

Trackunit Kin

Tracked Carriers: Stand 314
Tracked Carriers will have a selection of its
compact crawlers capable of moving loads up to
2,200kg with overall widths from just 600mm.
All machines are remotely operated, have the
capability to drive up gradients of 45 degrees and
are battery powered for emission free use.

Trackunit Kin enables all site assets and equipment
to be connected and tracked using a single app

Torquer: Stand MP15
Load orientation system manufacturer Torquer will
demonstrate its recently launched HALO systems
which offer lift capacities of five, 10 and 20
tonnes. The system comprises a shallow circular
tank of liquid suspended from a crane between
the hook and the load.
Radio controlled thrusters then propel the water
in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction
providing accurate and precise positioning of the
load without the need for tag lines. Another new
product being demonstrated is the SPEAR which
enables a hands free and purely mechanical
method of connecting to, lifting and releasing a
load, without the use of magnets or electronic
devices.
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Trojan Batteries: Stand MP20
See: DC Battery Technologies

TVH: Stand 510
Global supplier of spare parts and accessories for
aerial work platforms, telehandlers, forklifts and
construction machinery, TVH has a database of
more than 44 million article numbers and stocks
930,000 different parts references. Following its
acquisition of UK parts and service company IPS,
TVH says that it is now better placed to serve the
UK powered access market. It plans to display a
fully stocked service van, highlighting the volume
of spare parts, including joysticks, controllers,
switches and sensors. It may also demonstrate
its battery reconditioner system which restores
capacity and extends battery life, as well as its
Bandenkot tyre filling machine for foam filled
tyres.
TVH University: Stand MP19

Universal will exhibit its full range of crane mats
and pads including its UniMat aluminium, steel,
timber and polymer crane mats. Located in the
East Midlands, it offers a wide range of load
spread solutions for both sale and rental.
Valvoline: Stand MP23
See: Alliance Automotive Group

Verope: Stand MP42
See: Latch & Batchelor

Vertikal Press: Stand MP35
Vertikal Press is the leading independent news
provider for the lifting equipment industry. It
is the publisher of both Cranes & Access and
Kran & Bühne magazines as well as the industry
renowned news service and information database
Vertikal.net. It is also the organiser of Vertikal
Days as well as other events. Be sure to come
and say hello to the team.
Xenith Heights: MP46/47

Part of replacement parts and training business
TVH, TVH University provides practice-oriented
technical education. It provides expertise in
industry-related subjects such as internal
combustion engines, electrics and electronics,
hydraulics and power electronics, both in-person
and virtually.

Specialist Working at Height product provider
Xenith Heights will show its latest generation
of ARESTA height safety personal protection
equipment and GRIPPS tool tethering products.
Xenith also represents Petzl climbing gear and
Knipex Tethered Tools.
Xero: Stand MP11
See: BigChange
Xenith Heights

Universal Crane Mats: Stand 210

Thank you for visiting Vertikal Days 2022
The Vertikal Days team and its exhibitors would like to thank you for
supporting the show. We hope that your visit proved enjoyable, valuable,
educational, stimulating and that you had the chance to meet with plenty
of old friends and new contacts.
Vertikal Days 2023 will return to the East of England Showground in
Peterborough on ...10th and 11th May 2023.

See
you in
2023
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A big thank you to our event sponsors:
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